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Purpose: The purpose of this best practice is to serve as a benchmark of the maturity level of
the individual E&C Company’s risk management process. The Company can judge its practices
against these requirements and, through ECRI, against industry-wide practices.

Introduction: The document is written to apply to all firms within the industry. This table reflects
the work of Dr. David Hillson (see: Hillson D. A. 1997. “Towards a Risk Maturity Model”. Int J
Project & Business Risk Mgt, Volume 1 Issue 1, pages 35-45) and is used with his permission.

ECRI Description file – The complete version if this document is located in the Sponsors
Resources area of this website and requires a Sponsors Login to access.

NOTICE
Subject to the disclaimer in the third and fourth sentences of this Notice, this document and its contents may be downloaded,
reproduced, modified and adapted by any Sponsor of the Engineering & Construction Risk Institute, Inc. (“ECRI”) for its exclusive
use. Other reproduction, dissemination, use or modification of the Web site posting of this document is prohibited without ECRI’s
prior written agreement. ECRI, a nonprofit corporation incorporated under the laws of the District of Columbia (“ECRI”), and its
directors, officers, employees and advisers make no representations or warranties (express, implied or statutory) with respect to the
accuracy or completeness of any information disseminated by ECRI or its suitability for any purpose and assume no responsibility
for the content of such information or the consequences of using it, which shall be at the sole risk of its user. ECRI web site
references to other organizations or individuals or their publications, programs, information or services does not imply any ECRI
endorsement of any kind.

